Partial G‐match estimating Guidance
This guidance is applicable to partial G‐match eligible projects only. It is intended to supplement the
“Increased Federal Share – “G‐matching”” memo signed by Dwane Kailey on Janaury 1, 2016.
1. Update the quantities and estimated bid item prices in the Preliminary Estimate spreadsheet
and save the sheet. This will be the Total Estimate for the total CN including G‐match items.
2. Provide separate Preliminary Estimates for the G‐match and non‐G‐match items. Include traffic
control, mobilization and contingency values from the Total Estimate (step 1) in the non G‐
match Preliminary Estimate for milestone stages and for updating TCP cost estimates. Contract
plans will apply mobilization and traffic control pro‐rata, as appropriate, when preparing the
Engineer’s Estimate for programming CN and bid advertising. Apply CE to the Total Estimate
and not the non G‐match and G‐match estimates.
3. Record the separate G‐match, and non G‐match Preliminary Estimate Construction Total and
Total Estimate CE values in PPMS and on the milestone reports.
For Example, the values below are from the sample project estimate sheets shown on the following
pages.
Total Estimate
Non G‐match Est.
G‐Match Est.
Mobilization
$97,531
$97,531
$0
Contingency
$85, 827
$85,827
$0
Construction Total
$1,158,673
=
$1,127,818
+
$30,855
Construction Engineering
$115,867
$0
$0
The values in bold should be recorded in PPMS and shown on the milestone report templates as shown
on the following page.

Construction Cost Estimate
Note if the entire project is G-match eligible or partial G-match eligible. Split out the G-match and
the non G-match CN estimates if the project is partial G-match eligible.
Include Funding type (IM, NH, STPP, STPS, HSIP, etc.), non-G match, or note if this is 100% G-Match,
and all other CN from other funding sources from PPMS,

$1,127,818

Inflation (INF)
(from PPMS)
$126,068

TOTAL costs
w/INF + IDC
(from PPMS)
$ 1,383,913

$30,855

$3,448

$ 37,860

$129,516
$12,951

$ 1,421,773
$ 142,176

$142,467

$ 1,563,949

Estimated cost
STPP CN
G-Match CN

TOTAL CN
$1,158,673
CE (__%)
$115,867
Project TOTAL from all of the funding types above:
Project TOTAL CN+CE

$1,274,540

The estimate above includes $36,900 for traffic control, 8% allowance for contingency, and 10% for
mobilization. The pro-rata estimates are applied to the sum total of all bid items and included in the nonG-match CN line. Traffic control, contingency, and mobilization are not applied to G-match bid items
during project development. The Contract Plans Bureau will apply traffic control and mobilization prorata (as appropriate) when preparing the Engineer’s Estimate for programming CN and advertising for
bids.

Note: Inflation is calculated in PPMS to the letting date. If there is no letting date, the project is assumed
to be inside the current TCP and is given a maximum of 5 years until letting. IDC is calculated at 10.37%
for FY 2016.

